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An ultraluminous X-ray source powered by an
accreting neutron star
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Themajority of ultraluminous X-ray sources are point sources that
are spatially offset from thenuclei of nearbygalaxies andwhoseX-ray
luminosities exceed the theoreticalmaximum for spherical infall (the
Eddington limit) onto stellar-mass black holes1,2. Their X-ray lumi-
nosities in the 0.5–10 kiloelectronvolt energy band range from 1039

to 1041 ergs per second3. Because higher masses imply less extreme
ratios of the luminosity to the isotropic Eddington limit, theoretical
models have focused on black hole rather thanneutron star systems1,2.
Themost challenging sources to explainare those at the luminous end
of the range (more than1040 ergsper second),which requireblackhole
massesof 50–100 times the solar value or significantdepartures from
the standard thin disk accretion that powers bright Galactic X-ray
binaries, or both. Here we report broadband X-ray observations of
the nuclear region of the galaxy M82 that reveal pulsations with an
average periodof 1.37 seconds anda 2.5-day sinusoidalmodulation.
The pulsations result from the rotation of amagnetized neutron star,
and themodulation arises from its binary orbit. Thepulsed flux alone
corresponds toanX-ray luminosity in the3–30 kiloelectronvolt range
of 4.93 1039 ergs per second. The pulsating source is spatially coin-
cident with a variable source4 that can reach an X-ray luminosity in
the0.3–10kiloelectronvolt rangeof 1.83 1040 ergsper second1.This
association implies a luminosity of about 100 times the Eddington
limit for a 1.4-solar-mass object, or more than ten times brighter
than any known accreting pulsar. This implies that neutron stars
may not be rare in the ultraluminous X-ray population, and it chal-
lenges physical models for the accretion ofmatter ontomagnetized
compact objects.
Thebrightest accretion-poweredX-raypulsars,A0538-665, SMCX-16

and GRO J1744-287, are variable, with reported X-ray luminosities up
to LX(2–20 keV)< 1039 erg s21, which are at the low end of the range
that defines ultraluminous X-ray sources (ULXs). Such luminosities,
exceeding theEddington limit for a neutron star by a factor of about six,
canbeunderstood8 as resulting fromaccretionofmaterial atmoderately
super-Eddington rates through a disk that couples to the neutron star’s
strongdipolarmagnetic field (surface fields ofB< 1012G).At themag-
netospheric (Alfvén) radius, material is funnelled along the magnetic
axis, radiation escapes from the column’s side, and radiation pressure
is ineffective at arresting mass transfer9,10. Explaining ULXs that have
LX. 1039 erg s21 with a,1M[ compact object using typical accreting
pulsar models is however extremely challenging8.
TheNuSTAR (Nuclear Spectroscopic Telescope Array) high energy

X-raymission11observed the galaxyM82 (atdistanced< 3.6Mpc) seven
times between 2014 January 23 and 2014March 06 as part of a follow-up
campaign of the supernova SN2014J. The galaxy’s disk contains several

ULXs, the most luminous being M82 X-112, which can reach LX(0.3–
10 keV)< 1041 erg s21, and the secondbrightest being a transient,M82
X-2 (also referred to asX42.315913),whichhasbeenobserved to reach4,14

LX(0.3–10 keV)< 1.83 1040 erg s21. The two sources are separated by
50, and so can only be clearly resolved by the Chandra X-ray telescope.
During theM82monitoring campaign,NuSTARobservedbright emis-
sion fromthenuclear region containing the twoULXs.The region shows
moderate flux variability at the20% level during the first 22 days of obser-
vation. The flux was then found to have decreased by 60% by the time
of the final observation ,20 days later. The peak X-ray flux, FX(3–
30 keV)5 (2.336 0.01)3 10211 erg cm22 s21 (90%confidence; Fig. 1)
corresponds to a total 3–30 keV luminosity assuming isotropic emis-
sion of 3:7z0:01

{0:02|1040 erg s21.
A timing analysis revealed a narrow peak just above the noise at a

frequency of ,0.7Hz in the power density spectrum. An accelerated
epoch folding search15 onoverlapping30-ks intervals ofdata foundcoher-
ent pulsationswith amean periodP of 1.37 smodulatedwith a sinusoidal
period of 2.53 days throughout the 10-day interval starting atmodified
Julian day (MJD) 56691 (2014 February 03), and also in the last obser-
vation at MJD 56720 (Fig. 1). The statistical significance of the pulsa-
tions is,13sduring themost significant 30-ks segments, and.30s for
the entire observation. A refined analysis (see Methods) subsequently
enabled the detection of pulsations over a longer interval beginning on
MJD 56686. The pulsed flux is variable, ranging from 5% to 13% in the
3–30keV range, and from8%to 23% in the 10–30keV range; see Fig. 1c.
Although the pulsed flux increases with energy, this may result from a
reduction in the contamination fromother sources in the point-spread
function rather than froma true increase inpulsed fraction.Themaximum
pulsed luminosity of the periodic source, which we will hereafter refer
to as NuSTAR J09555116940.8, is 4:9z0:02

{0:03|1039 erg s21 (3–30 keV).
Analysis of the periodmodulation yields a near-circular orbit (upper

eccentricity limit of 0.003; see Methods) with a projected semi-major
axis of 22.225(4) light s (1s error). In addition to the orbital modula-
tion, a linear spin-up of the pulsar is evident, with a period derivative
_P<223 10210 s s21 over the interval fromMJD56696 to 56701when
the pulse detection is most significant. Phase-connecting the observa-
tions enables detectionof a changing spin-up rate over a longer timespan
(Fig. 2a) as well as erratic variations likely to be related to local changes
in the torque on the neutron star applied by accreting matter16.
Chandra observedM82 fromMJD 56690.8396 to 56692.618, during

an epochwhenpulsations are detected.Only two sources in theChandra
image,M82X-1 andM82X-2, are sufficiently bright to be the counter-
part ofNuSTARJ09555116940.8 (seeMethods).We find the centroid of
the pulsed emission (right ascension a5 09h 55min 51.05 s, declination
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d5169u40947.90) tobe consistentwith the locationofM82X-2 (Fig. 3).
Monitoring by the Swift satellite establishes that the decrease in the
nuclear region flux seen duringobservation (ObsID) 011 (seeExtended
DataTable 1) is due to fadingofM82X-1. Thepersistence of pulsations
during this time further secures the association of the pulsating source,
NuSTAR J09555116940.8, with M82 X-2. We derive a flux Fx(0.5–
10 keV)5 4.073 10212 erg cm22 s21, and an unabsorbed luminosity
of LX(0.5–10 keV)5 (6.66 0.1)3 1039 erg s21 forM82X-2 during the
Chandra observation.
Thedetectionof coherentpulsations, abinaryorbit, and spin-upbehav-

iour indicative of an accretion torque unambiguously identifyNuSTAR
J09555116940.8 as a magnetized neutron star accreting from a stellar
companion. The highly circular orbit suggests the action of strong tidal
torques, which, combined with the high luminosity, point to accretion
viaRoche lobe overflow. The orbital parameters give aNewtonianmass
function f5 2.1M[ (hereM[ indicates the solarmass), and the lack of
eclipses andassumptionof aRoche-lobe-filling companion constrain the
inclination to be i, 60u. The correspondingminimumcompanionmass
assuming a 1.4M[neutron star isMc. 5.2M[, with radiusRc. 7R[.

It is challenging to explain the high luminosity using standardmodels
for accreting magnetic neutron stars. Adding the Chandra-measured
E, 10 keV luminosity to theE. 10 keVpulsed flux (NuSTARcannot
directly spatially resolve theULX),NuSTAR J09555116940.8 has a lumi-
nosityLX(0.5–30 keV)< 1040 erg s21. Theoretically, theX-ray luminosity
depends strongly on the magnetic field and the geometry of the accre-
tion channel, being largest for a thin, hollow funnel that can result from
the coupling of a disk onto the magnetic field10. A limiting luminosity

LX<
lo

2pdo
LEdd, where lo is the arc length of the funnel, do its thickness,

andLEdd the Eddington luminosity, can be reached if themagnetic field
is high enough (B$ 1013G) to contain the accretinggas column8. Ratios
of lo/do< 40 are plausible, so that the limiting luminosity can reach
LX< 1039 erg s21, implyingmass transfer rates exceeding theEddington
value bymany times. Beyond this, additional factors increasingLX could
result from increased LEdd due to very high (B. 1014 G) fields, which
can reduce the electron scatteringopacity17, and/or aheavyneutron star.
Some geometric beaming is also likely to be present.
This scenario is, however, difficult to reconcilewith themeasured rate

of spin-up. The spin-up results from the torque applied by accreting
material threadingonto themagnetic field18,19.NuSTARJ09555116940.8
is likely to be in spin equilibrium, given the short spin-up timescale,
P= _P<300yr. Near equilibrium, the magnetosphere radius, rm, is com-
parable to the co-rotation radius (the radius where a Keplerian orbit
co-rotates with the neutron star):

rco~
GMNSP2

4p2

� �1=3

~2:1|108
MNS

1:4M8

� �

HereG is the gravitational constant,MNS is the neutron starmass, and
rco is in cm.With this assumptionwe can convert themeasured torque,
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Figure 1 | The X-ray light curve and pulsations from the region containing
NuSTAR J09555116940.8. a, The background-subtracted 3–30 keV light
curve extracted from a 700-radius region around the position of NuSTAR
J09555116940.8. Black and red indicate the count rate from each of the two
NuSTAR focal plane modules (FPMA and FPMB; 1s errors). The vertical grey
labels indicate different observations. b, Detection of the pulse period. Data
(black points) are fitted using the best sinusoidal ephemeris (blue dashed line).
Themean period is 1.37252266(12) seconds, with an orbital modulation period
of 2.51784(6) days. The dashed vertical lines through all panels delineate the
contemporaneous Chandra observation. c, Pulsed flux as a fraction of the
emission from the 700 region. Insets, pulse profile at indicated points,
normalized so that s5 1.
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Figure 2 | The spin-up behaviour of NuSTAR J09555116940.8. a, The
residual period after correcting for the sinusoidal orbital modulation given in
Extended Data Table 2. The period, displayed through the best-fit in Extended
Data Table 3, decreases consistently, but the spin-up rate is changing. b, Time
of arrival (TOA) residuals after removing the best-fit sinusoidal orbital
modulation and a constant period derivative (the parameters are shown in
commonly used units26). PEPOCH, F0 and F1 are the reference time and the
pulse frequency and its derivative, respectively. There is a clear trend
independent of the choice of time binning (30, 40 or 50 ks) that results from the
variable spin-up. c, Residuals after a smooth curve is fitted to theTOA residuals.
Residual noise remains in the TOAs at the 100ms level (1s uncertainties).
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t5 2pI_n5 63 1035 I45 g cm
2 s22 (where I45 is the neutron starmoment

of inertia I (in units of 1045 g cm2) and _n is the measured frequency
derivative) into a rate ofmattermagnetically channelled onto the pulsar:

_Mmag~5|10{8M
{1

2
1:4

rm
rco

� �{1
2

M8yr{1~2:5
rm
rco

� �{1
2

_MEdd

where M1.4 is the mass in units of 1.4 solar masses and _MEdd is the
Eddington accretion rate. From the spin-up we therefore find an accre-
tion rate that is only a few times higher than Eddington, independent of
any assumption about the pulsarmagnetic field. For an equilibrium spin
period of 1.37 s and _M< _MEdd, the implied magnetic field is B< 1012G,
typical of accretingpulsars inhighmassX-raybinaries, and too low tohave
an appreciable effect on LEdd. It is possible that the current _M is signi-
ficantly larger than the average for this system, so that rm, rco, increasing
_Mmag. For _M~100 _Mavg, _Mmag is increased tenfold, so that onlymoder-
ate geometric beaming is required to explain the observed luminosity.
A fan beam geometry9 viewed at a favourable angle could in this case
produce the observed pulse profile (Fig. 1) and provide the requisite
moderate collimation.
Thediscoveryof anultraluminous pulsar has implications for under-

standing the ULX population. The fraction of ULXs powered by neu-
tron starsmust nowbe considered highly uncertain.M82X-2 has been
extensively studied4,14, but pulsations have until now eluded detection
owing to the limited timing capabilities of sensitive X-ray instruments,
the transientnatureof thepulsations, and the largeamplitudeof theorbital
motion. Pulsars may indeed not be rare among the ULX population.

Online Content Methods, along with any additional Extended Data display items
andSourceData, are available in theonline versionof thepaper; referencesunique
to these sections appear only in the online paper.
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Figure 3 | The counterpart of NuSTAR J09555116940.8. The greyscale
image shows a 4503 450Chandra image of the galaxy’s centre. Greendiamonds
mark the locations ofM82X-1 andX-2. NuSTAR10–40 keV intensity contours
(dashed) (50% and 90% levels) are shown for the pulsed (blue) and the
persistent (red) emission. Solid error circles indicate the 3s statistical
uncertainty on the centroid locations (see Methods). The pulsed emission
centroid is consistent with the location of M82 X-2, and the centroid of the
persistent emission is between M82 X-1 and X-2, indicating that there is
additional persistent emission from X-2 as well as the persistent emission
from X-1.
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METHODS
Observations andpreliminarydata reduction.NuSTAR11 observed theM82 field
7 times between 2014 January 23 and 2014 March 06 (see Extended Data Table 1
for details), for a total exposure of 1.91Ms.We used theNuSTARdata analysis soft-
ware (NuSTARDAS) version 1.2.0 and NuSTAR CALDB version 20130509 with
the standard filters to obtain good time intervals, excluding the periods where the
source was occulted by the Earth or was transiting through the South Atlantic
Anomaly. NuSTAR records event arrival times with a resolution of 10ms. Clock
drifts,mostly due to temperature, are recorded at each ground stationpassage into
a clock correction file that is updatedmonthly. The final time accuracy that can be
reached by applying these clock corrections is ,2ms. We applied these correc-
tions to obtain Solar System barycentre corrected event times using the general-
purpose FTOOL barycorr and the NuSTAR clock correction file (v030).
Chandra20 observed the M82 field using the ACIS-S detector in timed exposure
(TE)/VFAINTmode between 2014-02-13 20:09:32 and 2014-02-04 14:50:00 for a
total exposureof 47 ks.Wereduced thedatawith the standardpipeline in theChandra
Interactive Analysis of Observations software package (CIAO, version 4.6), filtering
thedata for periods of highbackground to produce a cleaned event list.We extracted
point source spectra from circular regions of radius,1–20, depending on the prox-
imity of other nearby sources, while the background was estimated from a larger
region of radius ,350, free of contaminating point sources and away from the
plane of theM82 galaxy. Spectra and instrumental responses were produced from
the cleaned events with the CIAO SPECEXTRACT tool, and were corrected for
the fraction of the PSF falling outside the source region.
The primary goal of the Chandra observation was to constrain any faint soft

X-ray emission from the recent SN2014J21, and so the observation was performed
with themaximum frame-time of 3.2 s. Unfortunately, the twoULXs inM82 (X-1
and X-2) are sufficiently bright that the long frame integration time resulted in the
Chandra spectra from these sources suffering from fairly severe pileup22 (pileup
refers to the scenario inwhichmore than one photon is incident on a detector pixel
within one frame time, resulting in the spurious apparent detection of a single photon
with the combined energy of the individual incident photons). The detected counts-
per-frame is ,0.45 for both X-1 and X-2, which equates to a pileup fraction of
,20–30%basedon theChandraABCguide topileup (http://cxc.harvard.edu/ciao/
download/doc/pileup_abc.pdf). This unfortunately prevents a straightforward esti-
mationof the fluxesof these two sources fromtheChandradataalone.Wewill return
to this issue below. None of the other point sources are bright enough to suffer
significantly from these effects.
There is a known flux calibration discrepancy of,10% between NuSTAR and

Chandra.We account for this discrepancy, and quote fluxes based on theNuSTAR
zeropoint.
Swiftmonitored the field of SN 2014J regularly from 2014 January 23 through to
the end of 2014April.We reduced the data using the Swiftmission automated data
analysis server23.
Timing analysis.Todetermine themeanperiod andorbital parameterswedivided
the observations into overlapping 30-ks intervals and ran an accelerated epoch
folding search15 in each interval. To do this we used the software PRESTO15, orig-
inally designed for radio observations of pulsars. To adapt the NuSTAR data to
this softwarewemodified themakebininf script byAbdo andRay, originallywritten
to use PRESTOwith data from the Fermi satellite. To assess the quality of detection,
accounting for possible difference in statistics between radio and X-ray data, we
ran the same searchwith a randomdistribution of initial guesses for the period, far
from the observed pulse period, and looked at the distribution of s for the ‘best
detections’. More than 99% of false detections were below a PRESTO value of 8s,
whichweuse to define an acceptable detection.With this criterionwedetectedpul-
sations over,10 days of observations. We cross-checked the detection with inde-
pendent software using ISIS24.
The observedpulse period exhibits sinusoidal variations resulting from thebinary

orbital motion. Assuming a circular orbit, the observed period pobs varies accord-
ing to pobs5 pem{11XV sin[V(t2T90)]}, where pem is the period in the systemof
reference co-movingwith the pulsar,X is the projected semi-major axis of the orbit
in light seconds,V5 2p/Porb is the orbital angular velocity and T90 is the time of
longitude 90u (or mid-eclipse) assuming the ascending node is at longitude 0.
During ObsIDs 008–009, the interval over which we fit for the orbital para-

meters, we find an additional trend in the phaseswhich requires a periodderivative
_P<223 10210 s s21. NuSTAR ’s relative timing accuracy is currently known to
,2ms over time intervals comparable to these observations. There is evidence for
clock drifts of ,0.4ms on the ,97min orbital timescale. Taking this drift into
account, the observed period could have a systematic error of up to,1027 s. This
is orders ofmagnitude below the observed trend (,0.1ms) thatwe associatewith a
period derivative.
The ephemeris determined above is not sufficiently precise to align the pulses

throughout anyof theobservations. Inorder to refine it,we calculated timesof arrival

(TOA) of the pulsations in each 30 ks interval and searched for an ephemeris that
connects their phases25. To do this, we used the software Tempo226. We found an
orbital solution that aligns theTOAs to better than36ms (r.m.s.) fromMJD56696
to MJD 56701, the interval with the most significant detections.
We looked for signatures of eccentricity using the ELL1 model in Tempo2,

adequate for low eccentricity orbits. We used TOAs calculated on different time-
scales (from10ks to 40 ks) in order to account for possible timescale-related effects.
We measured values of the eccentricity that were always consistent with 0 within
2s, with amaximum eccentricity of 0.002.We used this estimate to obtain a rough
upper limit on the eccentricity of 0.003. The parameters of this orbital solution
(determined for ObsIDs 008–009) can be found in Extended Data Table 2. Since
the orbit is circular, we used the convention T05Tasc and so T905Tasc1Porb/4,
whereT0,Tasc andT90 are the times of passage through periastron, ascending node
and mean longitude 90u respectively.
We found that the above ephemeris was not valid before MJD 56696, with the

residuals from the best fit rapidly departing from 0. Therefore, for the rest of the
ObsIDs, we used PRESTO with the previously determined orbital solution, and
searched the period– _P plane for more precise solutions inside individual ObsIDs.
We determined values of period and period derivative that align the pulsation to
better than 10% of the period inside single ObsIDs. By using each of these newly
determined ephemerides as a first approximation and propagating to the earlier
observation,wewere able to detect the pulsationon amuch longer interval, includ-
ing the whole of ObsID 006. These local solutions are summarized in Extended
Data Table 3, and are the used for the phase-resolved analysis below.
We looked for any modulation of the phases at the orbital frequency (or har-

monics) thatmighthint atpoorly determinedorbital parameters or yet-unmodelled
orbital parameters (for example, eccentricity, orbital period decay). We first sub-
tracted the long-term trend of the phases with an ad hoc function, as implemented
in Tempo2. The residuals of this curve have an erratic behaviour with quite large
departures froma constant on timescales of several days.We calculated the Lomb-
Scargle periodogram27of the residuals, looking for significant signatures at theorbital
period or factors. We found no significant modulations of this kind. This timing
noise is therefore not of orbital origin.
Counterpart identification. Chandra imaging: Extended Data Fig. 1 shows an
image of the central region of M82 from Chandra in the 0.3–10 keV band made
from the observation coincidentwithNuSTARObsID006. Given the pileup issues
suffered by X-1 and X-2, we focus here on estimating fluxes from the rest of the
point source population. Spectra are extracted for each source individually follow-
ing themethodoutlined above. Given that these sources aremostly rather faint, we
systematically rebin their spectra to have aminimumof 5 counts per bin, andmin-
imize theCash statistic28 when analysing these data. All spectral analysis is performed
withXSPECv12.8.129, andunless stated otherwise, quoted parameter uncertainties
are the 90% confidence intervals for one parameter of interest.
We fit each source with two simple spectral models, the first an absorbed power

law and the second an absorbed accretion disk (DISKBB30 in XSPEC), focusing on
the 1–10 keV bandpass to minimize the effects of the strong diffuse plasma emis-
sion from the M82 galaxy31, which peaks at very low energies. When applying the
formermodel, we limit the photon index to be positive, and for the lattermodel, we
limit the disk temperatures to be less than 5 keV. These simplemodels provide good
phenomenological descriptions of the data for themajority of the sources, the only
exception being source 15, andwe compute fluxes from the 3–10 keVbandpass for
each (that is, the common bandpass between Chandra and NuSTAR). For source
15, theChandra data strongly require a second, soft X-ray component, andwe addi-
tionally include a low temperature thermal plasma,modelledwith theMEKALcode32,
assuming solar abundances), and compute 3–10 keV fluxes based on thesemodels.
TheseChandra fluxes are compared to the total NuSTAR flux in the 3–10 keVband-
passof (1.5060.03)310211 erg cm22 s21,whichwecomputewithaphenomenolog-
ical combinationof aGaussian ironKa emission line andaComptonizedcontinuum
model (CompTT33) fitted to the portion of the NuSTAR data simultaneous with the
Chandra observation, extracted from the 700 region shown in ExtendedData Fig. 1.
ExtendedData Table 4 provides the results of the power-law fits for the brightest

five sources in this population. The disk-blackbody fluxes are typically within 30%
of the powerlaw results (the latter generally being higher). Even taking the conser-
vative approach and adopting the slightly higher powerlaw fluxes, none of these
sources contributemore than5%of the 3–10keVNuSTARflux.Given theobserved
3–10keV pulse fraction at the time of the Chandra observation, it is clear that only
X-1 and X-2 are bright enough to be the origin of these pulsations.
NuSTAR astrometry: we use the ‘persistent’ emission to determine an absolute
astrometric correction, which we then apply to the ‘pulse-on’ images to determine
the location of the pulsed emission.Weassume that the persistent emission is com-
posedequally of emission fromM82X-1andX-2 since thecontemporaneousChandra
imaging shows that these dominate the image and have comparable flux. To elim-
inate contamination from diffuse soft X-ray emission, we limit the image to the
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energy range from10 to 40 keV.We find thatwe can align theNuSTAR imagewith
themean position ofM82X-1 andX-2 by applying a shift in the image plane of two
sky pixels (which have a plate scale of 2.45 arcsec per pixel), which is a reasonable
shift given NuSTAR’s astrometric accuracy11.
After astrometric alignmentweuse the gcntrd.pro routine from the IDLAstroLib

to determine the position of the pulsed emission using data within 30 arcsec of the
peakbrightness. This represents anet sample of 2,500 counts in the subtracted image.
To assess the statistical uncertainty on the source centroid, we perform aMonte

Carlo simulation that distributes 2,500 counts in a simulated image according to
the on-axis NuSTAR PSF. For each Monte Carlo run we compute the centroid as
above and compare the result with the (known) input source location. The X and
Y offset distributions from the Monte Carlo have means of 0 and 1s widths of
0.235pixels (0.577 arcsec), corresponding to a90%confidence interval of60.95 arcsec
in both X and Y.
The resulting right ascension (a)/declination (d) centroid of theNuSTARpulsed

image is a5 09 h 55min 51.05 s, d5169u 409 47.90, J2000, with a combined sta-
tistical and systematic error of650 in the projected image plane.
Swift imaging: we perform imaging analysis on Swift observations made during
ObsIDs 007 and 009, when pulsations are detected and the flux from the region is
high (seeFig. 1).Weuse theSwift-XRTautomateddataprocessingpipeline23, obtain-
ing all observations from UT 2014 February 02 through 2014 February 11 and
producing an image in the 5–10 keV band (Extended Data Fig. 2, left). We then
compare this to the Swift snapshot observations extracted from 2014 March 07
through 2014March 11 that occurred just after theObsID011, when the flux from
the NuSTAR extraction region containing M82 X-1 and X-2 had decreased by
40%, but pulsations were still detected. When the flux is high the Swift imaging
shows significant contributions from bothM82 X-1 and X-1, but after ObsID 011
M82X-2 is dominant in theSwift images.This is consistentwitha significantdecrease
in fluxofM82X-1.The continueddetectionofpulsations indicates that theyoriginate
from M82 X-2.
Flux measurements and spectroscopy of M82 X-1 and M82 X-2. We estimate
the 3–10 keV flux fromM82X-2 during our observations from the Chandra obser-
vation.As noted previously, theChandra data forX-2 are quite piled-up,which results
in strong degeneracies in the flux inferred from these data alone. By including the
NuSTAR data, which does not suffer from these effects, it is possible to break this
degeneracy. Since theNuSTAR aperture is much larger than the aperture used for
the Chandra data, it includes the emission from a variety of other point sources,
including X-1 (for which the Chandra data are also piled-up, resulting in similar
issues), and also much of the diffuse M82 plasma emission. The contribution of
these additional sources of emission to theNuSTARdata need to be accounted for
before the fluxofX-2can reliablybe estimated fromthecombineddata set. Through-
out all our analysis, we include a neutral absorption component fixed at theGalactic
column in the direction of M8234 (NH5 5.043 1020 cm22) and additionally allow
for variable neutral absorption intrinsic to M82.
Diffuse emission: we assess the contribution from the diffuse plasma emission,
and extract an integrated Chandra spectrum from the 700NuSTAR aperture with
SPECEXTRACT, excluding all thepoint sources identified inExtendedData Fig. 1.
For the subsequent analysis, we follow ref. 31. We leave a detailed analysis of the
diffuse emission during this observation for future studies; for our purposes, it is
only important that a phenomenologicalmodelwith threehotdiffuse gas (MEKAL
Xspecmodel) componentsprovides a gooddescriptionof the data.We find that this
diffuse emission contributes (206 1)% of the observed 3–10keV NuSTAR flux.
Other point sources: we model the emission from the additional X-ray source
population (that is, excluding X-1 and X-2) for inclusion in the joint fitting. None
of these sources are bright enough to significantly suffer frompileup.We first focus
on the brightest two sources from this additional X-ray population, sources 15 and
18, and fit their full 0.3–10.0 keVChandra spectrawith a phenomenologicalmodel
composed of a low-temperature MEKAL plasma (to account for the diffuse emis-
sion) and an accretion disk continuum.
For the rest of the fainter point sourcepopulation,we combine their lowerquality

individualChandra spectra into a single average spectrum, and simplymodel this to
determine their contribution.We apply the same accretion disk continuummodel

used above. The total contribution from point sources other than X-1 and X-2 is
found to be (176 1)% of the observed 3–10 keV NuSTAR flux.
M82 X-1 and X-2: having characterized all the other sources of emission in the
NuSTARaperture,we cannowconstrain the fluxes ofX-1 andX-2 (given the pileup
issues in the Chandra data, both sources need to be analysed in this fashion simul-
taneously). We construct a ‘contamination’ model for the NuSTAR data obtained
simultaneously with the Chandra observation, which is the sum of our character-
izations of the diffuse emission and the other point sources, described above. The
parameters of this contaminationmodel are all set to the best-fit values obtained in
our separate analysis of these various emission components, and are not allowed
to vary.
To this model, we add two additional continuum components to represent X-1

andX-2, bothabsorbed. For the continuum,weuse theCompTTmodel, aswithdif-
ferentparameter combinations thismodelhas the flexibility toprovidebothpowerlaw-
like and blackbody-like spectra, as required by the data. We then construct the
sameCompTTmodels for theChandra data forX-1 andX-2 individually, and link
the parameters for these components between the NuSTAR and the respective
Chandra spectra. Finally, the Chandra models are modified by a pileup kernel22,
which accounts for the spectral distortions introduced by these effects. The influ-
ence of these effects, characterized by the grademigration parameter a (ref. 22), is
not known a priori, and is free to vary independently for X-1 and X-2. Although
this pileup kernel can introduce strong degeneracies in the intrinsic flux inferred,
this simultaneous modelling of the NuSTAR and the Chandra data, and the care-
ful modelling of all the other sources of emission in the NuSTAR aperture, allows
us to account for the pileup in the Chandra data, while also requiring that the total
flux does not exceed that in the NuSTAR aperture, breaking this flux degeneracy.
With this approach,we find that the 3–10keV fluxes ofX-1 andX-2 are relatively

similar during this Chandra observation, contributing 42z3
{4% and 21z2

{1% of the
3–10 keV NuSTAR flux, corresponding to 3–10 keV luminosities of (106 1)3
1039 erg s21 and4:9z0:6

{0:331039 erg s21 respectively (for adistance toM82of3.6Mpc).
Using the measured spectrum and absorption column, we find an unabsorbed
0.5–10 keV luminosity of 6.63 1039 erg s21 for X-2.
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ExtendedData Figure 1 | X-ray sources identified by Chandra in the central
region of M82. a, Chandra image of the central region of M82 from the
observation taken coincident with NuSTAR ObsID 006. The yellow circle
shows the 700 radius region used to extract NuSTAR fluxes.Within this region,
24 discrete X-ray point sources are identified, including X-1 and X-2.

b, Expanded view of the crowded central region of a. Yellow crosses indicate
the locations of identified point sources. We have used, where possible, the
numbering from ref. 13 (sources up to no. 15). After this we assign our own
numerical identification (note that sources 4 and 10 from ref. 13 are not
detected in this observation).
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Extended Data Figure 2 | Swift imaging of the region containing M82 X-1
and M82 X-2. a, b, In greyscale are images obtained via Swift automated
processing over the 5–10 keV band for all of the observations during early
February (a; 2014 February 04 through 2014 February 11) and mid-March
(b; 2014 March 7 through 2014 March 11). The early February observations
have 68.5 ks of exposure (mostly because of the increased cadence of

observations due to the Swift monitoring of SN2014J), while the mid-March
snapshot has 1.8 ks of exposure. The images are 1.5 arcmin on a side and have
been smoothed with a 2-pixel (4 arcsecond) Gaussian kernel (circle at lower
left). The location of X-1 and X-2 are shown by the crosses in both panels. The
late-time observation clearly shows a reduction in the flux from X-1 and that
the flux is dominated by X-2.
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Extended Data Table 1 | List of NuSTAR observations used in this analysis

Start and stop dates are given, as is the effective exposure of each observation. The exposure has been corrected for the period during which the source was occulted by the Earth, periods during which the
instrument was not taking data and for the rate-dependent deadtime when the instrument was processing events and not sensitive to new incident photons.
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Extended Data Table 2 | Best-fit orbital parameters

Orbital parameters determined by fitting a sinusoidal orbital modulation to ObsIDs 008–009. Error ranges for the parameters are given at the 1s level.
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Extended Data Table 3 | Best fit period and period derivatives for individual NuSTAR observations

Pulse period and period derivatives fitted to time of arrival (TOA) data for individual observations after removal of the orbitalmodulation. Errors are 1s, and the parentheses indicate the error on the last digit of the
reported value.
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Extended Data Table 4 | 3–10keV flux contributions for bright sources near the nucleus of M82

Fluxes derived from power-law fits to the five brightest sources after M82 X-1 and X-2. Errors are 90% confidence. NH is the hydrogen column and C is the power-law index.
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